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The current version of the computer program NONSAP for linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic finite element
analysis is presented. The solution capabilities, the numerical techniques used, the finite element library, the logical
construction of the program and storage allocations are discussed. The solutions of some sample problems considered during the development of the program are presented.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

The endeavor to perform nonlinear analyses has steadily
increased in recent years [ 1 - 4 ] . The safety o f a structure may be increased and the cost reduced if a nonlinear analysis can be carried out. Primarily, nonlinear
analyses o f complex structures have become possible
through the use o f electronic digital computers operating on discrete representations o f the actual structure.
A very effective discretization procedure has proven to
be the finite element method [5]. Based on this method,
various large-scale general purpose computer programs
with nonlinear capabilities are now in use [6].
The development of a nonlinear finite element analysis program is a formidable challenge. The proper
formulation o f the nonlinear problem and its idealization to a representative finite element system demands
a modern background in structural mechanics. For the
solution o f the equilibrium equations in space and
time, stable and efficient numerical techniques need
be employed. The efficiency o f a nonlinear program
depends largely on optimum usage o f computer hardware and software where, specifically, the appropriate
allocation o f high- and low-speed storage is important.
* Invited paper M3/1 * presented at the Second International
Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
Berlin, Germany, 10-14 September, 1973.

The earliest attempts to obtain nonlinear analysis
programs essentially involved simple modifications of
established programs for linear analysis, much in the
same way as the linear structural theory was modified
to account for some nonlinearities. However, to analyze systems with large geometrical and material nonlinearities, the program should be designed specifically
for the required iteration process and not be merely
an extension o f a linear analysis program. Naturally, a
linear analysis program should be flexible and easy to
modify or extend; however, this applies even more to
a nonlinear analysis program. In particular, it should
be realized that a great deal o f research is still required
and currently pursued in the nonlinear static and
dynamic analysis o f complex structures. Therefore,
unless the general nonlinear analysis code is easy to
modify, it may be obsolete within a few years of
completion.
The nonlinear analysis program NONSAP presented
in this paper is not an extension o f the linear analysis
program SAP [7], but rather a completely new development [8]. Program NONSAP is designed with two
primary objectives. The first aim is the efficient solution o f a variety o f practical nonlinear problems with
the current capabilities o f nonlinear analysis procedures
and computer equipment. The second objective is to
have a program which can be used effectively in the
various research areas pertaining to nonlinear analysis.
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Because of continuous improvements in nonlinear
analysis procedures, both objectives are attained simultaneously by the development of an efficient, modular,
and easily modifiable general analysis code. The program is designed for a general incremental solution of
nonlinear problems, but naturally can also be used for
linear analysis.
The structural systems to be analyzed may be composed of combinations of a number of different finite
elements. The program presently contains the following element types:
(a) three-dimensional truss element,
(b) two-dimensional plane stress and plane strain
element,
(c) two-dimensional axisymmetric shell or solid
element,
(d) three-dimensional solid element, and
(e) three-dimensional thick shell element
The nonlinearities may be due to large displacements,
large strains, and nonlinear material behavior. The
material descriptions presently available are:
(1) For the truss elements: linear elastic and nonlinear elastic.
(2) For the two-dimensional elements: isotropic
linear elastic; orthotropic linear elastic; M o o n e y Rivlin material; elastic-plastic materials, yon Mises or
Drucker-Prager yield conditions; variable tangent
moduli model; and curve description model (with
tension cut-off).
(3) For the three-dimensional elements: isotropic
linear elastic and curve description model.
Program NONSAP is an in-core solver. The capacity
of the program is essentially determined by the total
number of degrees of freedom in the system. However, all structure matrices are stored in compacted
form, i.e. only nonzero elements are processed, resulting in maximum system capacity and solution
efficiency.
The system response is calculated using an incremental solution of the equations of equilibrium with
the Wilson 0 or Newmark time integration scheme.
Before the time integration is carried out, the constant structure matrices, namely the linear effective
stiffness matrix, the linear stiffness, mass and damping
matrices, whichever is applicable, and the load vectors
are assembled and stored on low-speed storage. During
the step-by-step solution the linear effective stiffness
matrix is updated for the nonlinearities in the system.
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Therefore, only the nonlinearities are dealt with in
the time integration and no efficiency is lost in linear
analysis.
The incremental solution scheme used corresponds
to a modified Newton iteration. To increase the solution efficiency, the user can specify an interval of time
steps in which a new effective stiffness matrix is to be
formed and an interval in which equilibrium iterations
are to be carried out.
There is practically no high-speed storage limit on
the total number of finite elements used. To obtain
maximum program capacity, the finite elements are
processed in blocks according to their type and
whether they are linear or nonlinear elements. In the
solution low-speed storage is used to store all information pertaining to each block of finite elements, which,
in the case of nonlinear elements, is updated during
the time integration.
The purpose in this paper is to present the general
program organization, the current element library, the
numerical techniques used and some sample solutions.
The different options available for static and dynamic
analyses are described. In the presentation emphasis
is directed to the practical aspects of the program.
For detailed information on the formulation of the
continuum mechanics equations of motion, the finite
element discretization, and the material models used,
see refs [9] and [10].

2. Incremental equilibrium equations of structural
systems
The incremental nodal point equilibrium equations
for an assemblage of nonlinear finite elements have
been derived in refs [9] and [10]. At time t we have
Mt+At~ + Ct+Atii + t K u = t+AtR _ tF,

(1)

where M is the constant mass matrix; C is the constant
damping matrix; tK is the tangent stiffness matrix at
time t; t÷AtR is the external load vector applied at
time t 4 At; tF is the nodal point force vector equivalent to the element stresses at time t; t+At~, t+At~
are vectors of nodal point velocities and accelerations
at time t + At; and u is the vector of nodal point dis-
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placement increments from time t to t + At. i.e.
tl = t+Atll

tll.

As discussed in refs [9] and [10], the solution of
eq. (1) yields, in general, approximate displacement
increments u. To improve the solution accuracy, and,
in some cases, to prevent the development of instabilities, it may be necessary to use equilibrium iteration
in each or preselected time steps. In this case we consider the equilibrium equations
M t+Atil(O + ct+At{i (i) + t K AU (i)
= t+At R

t+AtF(i-

1)

i = 1.2, 3 . . .

(2)

where M, C, tK, and t+ZXtR are as defined above, and
t+Ati~(i) '

t+At{l(i)"

t+Atu(i) = t+Atu(i-l) +Au(i)

are the approximations to the accelerations, velocities,
and displacements obtained in iteration i. The first
iteration, i.e. i = 1 in eq. (2), corresponds to the
solution of eq. (1), where
At/(1) = U,

t+Atu(O) = t u ,

t+Attj(1) = t+At/~,

t + A t / / ( l ) = t+Ati~ '

t+AtF(O) = tF.

The vector of nodal point forces t+ZXtF(i- 1) is equivalent to the element stresses in the configuration
corresponding to the displacements t+Atu(i-t). The
approximations to the velocities and accelerations,
t+At{l(i) and t+Atil(O, respectively, depend on the
time integration scheme used [11]. It should be
noted that the solution scheme used in eq. (2) corresponds to a modified Newton iteration [3, 5].
In program NONSAP, the Wilson 0-method or the
Newmark method is used for the step-by-step solution
[11, 12]. Table 1 summarizes the algorithm in linear
or nonlinear, static or dynamic analysis [10]. The
specific operations performed during the step-by-step
solution are discussed in section 7.
2,1. E l e m e n t to structure matrices and f o r c e vectors

The structure matrices in table 1 are formed by direct
addition of the element matrices and vectors [5, 13];
for example
K : ZKrn,

(3)

where K m is the stiffness matrix of the rnth element.
AlthoughKm is formally of the same order as K, only
those terms in K m which pertain to the element de-

grees of freedom are nonzero. The addition of the element matrices and vectors can, therefore, be performed
by using the element matrices in compact form together with identification arrays which relate element
to structure degrees of freedom.
In program NONSAP, either a diagonal or consistent
mass matrix may be used. In addition, concentrated
masses corresponding to selected degrees of freedom
can be specified. Rayleigh damping is assumed with
the addition of concentrated nodal point dampers.
The assumptions used in lumped mass analysis and
Raleigh damping have been discussed on various
occasions [5, 14, 15].
2. 2. Boundary conditions

If a displacement component is zero, the corresponding equation is not retained in the structure equilibrium
equations, eq. (2), and the corresponding element
stiffness and mass terms are disregarded. If a nonzero
displacement is to be specified at a degree of freedom
i, say ui = x, the equation
ku i = k x

(4)

need be added into eq. (2), where k >>kii. Therefore,
the solution of eq. (2) must give u i = x. Physically,
this can be interpreted as adding at the degree of
freedom i a spring of large stiffness k and specifying a
load, which, because of the relatively flexible structure
at this degree of freedom, produces the required displacement x. This approach simplifies programming
problems which are normally associated with specifying
displacements.
A special boundary element could have been incorporated into NONSAP [7]. However, in the current
version of NONSAP only translational displacements
are considered (since only isoparametric elements are
available, see section 4). Therefore, nonzero displacement boundary conditions can be specified by using
the truss element to provide the stiffness k in eq. (4)
and applying the load kx.

3. Program organization
The complete solution process in program NONSAP
is divided into three distinct phases:
(1) Input phase. This phase consists of three steps:
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T a b l e 1.
Summary of step-by-step integration.

Initial calculations
(1)
(2)

F o r m l i n e a r stiffness m a t r i x K, mass m a t r i x M and d a m p i n g m a t r i x C; i n i t i a l i z e ° u , °ti, off.
C a l c u l a t e the f o l l o w i n g c o n s t a n t s :
tol < 0.01; n i t e m ~ 3; in s t a t i c a n a l y s i s O = 1 a n d go to (3).
Wilson O-method: 0 >1 1.37, u s u a l l y 0 = 1.4, ~- = OAt
a 0 = 6/¢ 2

a I = 3/r

a4 = 2

a s = r/2

a s = 1 - 3/0

a9 = At/2

a 2 = 2a I

a3 : 2

a6 = ao/O

a7 = - a 2 / O

ato = At2/6

N e w m a r k m e t h o d : 0 = 1.0, 6 /> 0.50, a /> 0 . 2 5 ( 0 . 5 + ~,)2, r = A t
a 0 = 1 / ( a A t 2)

a 1 = 8/(aAt)

a 2 = 1/(aAt)

a 3 = 1/(2a) - 1

a4 = 6 / a -- 1

as = & t ( 6 / a - 2)/2

a6 = a0

a 7 = -a 2

a8 = - a 3

a9 = At(1 - 6)

alo = 8At

(3) F o r m e f f e c t i v e l i n e a r stiffness m a t r i x : K = K + ao M + a i C .
(4) In l i n e a r a n a l y s i s t r i a n g u l a r i z e / ( .

F o r each t i m e step
(A) In linear analysis
(i) F o r m e f f e c t i v e load vector:
t+r/~ = tR + o ( t + A t R _ t R ) + M ( a o t u + a2 t~ + a3tii) + C ( a I t u + a4ttj + as tij).
(ii) Solve for d i s p l a c e m e n t i n c r e m e n t s :
/~r+~ u = t+r/~;

u = r+~u -

tu.

(iii) Go to (C).

(B) I n n o n l i n e a r analysis
(i) I f a n e w stiffness m a t r i x is to be f o r m e d , u p d a t e / ~ for n o n l i n e a r stiffness e f f e c t s to o b t a i n
t/~; t r i a n g u l a r i z e t ~ :

tt? = LDL r.
(ii) F o r m effective load v e c t o r :
t+r[~ = tR + o ( t + A t R _ t R ) + M ( a 2 t u + a3tii) + C(a4tdt + astii) _ tF.
(iii) Solve for d i s p l a c e m e n t i n c r e m e n t s using l a t e s t D, L factors:
L D L T u = t+,[~.
(iv) If r e q u i r e d , i t e r a t e for d y n a m i c e q u i l i b r i u m ; t h e n initialize u (°) = u, i = 0
(a) i = i + 1.
(b) C a l c u l a t e (i - 1)st a p p r o x i m a t i o n to a c c e l e r a t i o n s , velocities, a n d d i s p l a c e m e n t s :
t+rii(i--I ) = a o u ( i - l ) _ a2tfi _ a3tii;

t+r~(i-l) = alu(i-l)

_ a 4 t u _ astii;

t+ru(i--l) = u(i--1) + tu.
(c) C a l c u l a t e (i - 1)st e f f e c t i v e o u t - o f - b a l a n c e loads:
t + r / ~ ( i - l ) = tR + o ( t + A t R _ t R ) _ M t + Z i i ( i - l ) _ c t + r / j ( i - l )

_ t+rF(i-l)"
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Table 1 (continued).
(d) Solve for ith correction to d i s p l a c e m e n t increments:

L D L T Au(Z) = t+r/~(i-- 1).
(e) Calculate new d i s p l a c e m e n t i n c r e m e n t s :

lt(l) = u ( i - 1) + Au(i).
(f) Iteration convergence if II ~u(i)lI2/llu (i) + tull2 < tol.
If convergence: u = u (i) and go to (C);
If no convergence and i < nitem: go to Ca); otherwise restart using new stiffness m a t r i x
a n d / o r a smaller time step size.
(C) Calculate new accelerations, velocities, a n d d i s p l a c e m e n t s
Wilson 0 - m e t h o d :

t+ ~tii =a6 u + avtft + ast/i,
t+At~l = t(l + a9(t+Atii + t/~),

t+~tu = tu + ~ t t~ + a l o d + ~ t i i + 2t//).
Newmark method:

t+ atii = a6 u + aTtft + astii,

t+Atu = tu + a9tii + alot+atii,
t+~tu = tu + U.

(a) The control information and nodal point input
data are read and generated by the program. In this
phase the equation numbers for the active degrees
of freedom at each nodal point are established.
(b) The externally applied load vectors for each time
(load) step are calculated and stored on tape (or
other low-speed storage).
(c) The element data are read and generated, the
element connection arrays are calculated and all
element information is stored on tape.
(2) Assemblage of constant structure matrices. Before the solution of eq. (2) is carried out, the linear
structure stiffness, mass, and damping matrices are
assembled and stored on tape (or other low-speed
storage). In addition, the effective linear structure
stiffness matrix is calculated and stored (see table I ).
(3) Step-by-step solution. During this phase the
solution of eq. (2) is obtained at all time points. In
addition to the displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors (whichever is applicable), the element
stresses are calculated and printed. Before the time

integration is performed, the lowest frequencies and
corresponding mode shapes may be calculated. Details
of the step-by-step solution are presented in section 7.
It should be noted that these basic steps are independent of the element type used and are the same
for either a static or dynamic analysis. However, only
those matrices actually required in the analysis are
assembled. For example, no mass and damping matrices
are calculated in a static analysis.
Program NONSAP is an in-core solver and the highspeed storage capacity of the program is determined
by the maximum storage that is required during the
three phases. Figs 1 3 show the dynamic storage allocations used in each phase. We note that, in general,
maximum high-speed storage is required during the
step-by-step solution. However, in some cases the
storage required during the input phase may govern
the system size that can be solved.
Figures 1 - 3 show that the lowest high-speed storage
locations are reserved throughout the solution for
element group information. For the analysis, the finite
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ADDRESSES

DIMENSION

ARRAYS

Element property
storage
(These storage
locations used consecutively by each element
group. )
ID = boundary condition codes,
NDOF 5 6
X = X-coordinates

NUMEST

N1 -----------@
N2---------N3--

NDOF*NUMNP
NUMNP(~)

I-

N4---~

NUMNP

Y = Y-coordinates

NUMNP

Z = Z-coordinates
R : load vector or
XMN : diagonal mass matrix

N5----~

NEQ(2)

N6---~

NPTM

RV

N 7 - - ~

NPTM

TIMV

~ ~;
o~

~ u

N8

-

NLCUR*NSTE

N 9 - - ~

NLOAD

NOD

N I O - ~

NLOAD

IDIRI~

~>

NLOAD

NCUR

"-=

)'4-}

NIl
N l 2 ~ ~
TOTAL

l-

NLOAD

_.....41

FAC

I-

Fig. 1. Storage allocation during input phase. (I)NUMNP = number of nodal points, (2)NEQ = number of equations.
elements of the complete assemblage need be divided
into element groups according to their type, the nonlinear formulation (see section 4), and the material
models used (see section 5). One element group must
consist of the same type of elements, must use one
nonlinear formulation and only one specific material
model. The data pertaining to each individual element
group need to fit into the NUMEST storage locations,
fig. 1. Therefore, the minimum that NUMEST should
be specified is equal to the locations required to store
the data pertaining to any one of the elements.
The use of element groups reduces input-output
transfers during the solution process, since the data
of the elements is retrieved in blocks during the solu-

tion of eq. (2) and element stress calculations (see
section 7). Usually, NUMEST is some reasonable fraction of the total number of high-speed storage locations
available, and is not reset for each problem. During
the input phase the program calculates the exact number of high-speed storage locations required for each
element group, and NUMEST is reset to MAXEST,
which is the actual maximum number of locations
needed, see figs 2 and 3. Therefore, an optimum of
high-speed storage allocation is obtained during the
step-by-step solution. Fig. 4 shows the tape storage
used for the element group information.
To further improve high-speed storage capacity,
NONSAP is an overlaid program. The overlay structure
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ADDRESSES

DIMENSION

MAXEST

N1~ O

NEQ+I

ARRAYS

Element p r o p e r t y
storaqe

MAXA = addresses of diagnnal
elements of the
stiffness matrix

N2~ O
NWK

,4

F

NEQ (~)

S t i f f n e s s or
mass m a t r i x

Concentrated nodal "]
masses or dampers i

I

f-I
NEQ

Lumped mass matrix

!

For dynamics on]y
TOTAL

Fig. 2. Storage allocation during matrix assemblage phase. (1)NEQ = number of equations.
has been chosen to correspond to the three phases of
execution listed above, the element library, the material models available, and the frequency calculation
option. Fig. 5 shows the overlay structure of NONSAP.
3.1. Nodal point input data and degrees o f freedom

The nodal point data read during the first step of the
input phase consists of the boundary condition codes
(stored in the ID array) and the global X, Y, Z coordinates of each nodal point. The same input is also
required for program SAP [7]. A maximum of three
boundary condition codes need currently be defined,
since a finite element node can have at most three
(translational) degrees of freedom (see section 4). As
shown in fig. 1, all nodal point data is retained in
high-speed storage during the complete input phase,
i.e. during the calculation of the externally applied
load vectors and the reading and generating of the
element group information.
It need be noted that the user should allow only
those degrees of freedom which are compatible with
the elements connected to a nodal point. The program

can deal with a maximum of six possible degrees of
freedom (three translations and three rotations) at
each nodal point, and all non-active degrees of freedom
need be deleted. Specifically, a ' I ' in the ID array denotes that no equation shall be associated with the
degree of freedom, whereas a '0' indicates that this
is an active degree of freedom [7]. Fig. 6 shows for
the simple truss structure the ID array as it was read
and/or generated by the program. Once the complete
1D and X, Y, Z arrays have been obtained, equation
numbers are associated with all active degrees of freedom, i.e. the zeros in the ID array are replaced by
corresponding equation numbers, and each one is
replaced by a zero, as shown in fig. 7 for the simple
truss example.
3. 2. Calculation o f external load vectors

The loading in the analysis can consist only of concentrated nodal point loading, i.e. all distributed body
or surface loading must be transformed to nodal point
loading prior to using NONSAP. The load corresponding to a degree of freedom is assumed to vary with
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ADDRESSES

Nl

I-

N2 - - - ~

DIMENSION

ARRAYS

MAXEST

Element property
Storage

NEO+I
NEQ(~)

N3-

':

N 4 ~

6

N5~Q

MAXA

addresses of diagnnal
elements of the
stiffness matrix

DISP

displacements

NEQ

R
DISPI

NWK

Effective stiffness
or mass matrix

NEQ

RE!
WV

N6

[:

NEQ

NT--

I-

NEQ

N8--

~

NEO

N9

[-

loads or
displacement increme~}ts

, ~#orking vectors
i

VEL = velocities
o

NEQ

ACC

acceleratinns

×M

diagonal mass
matrix

I.L

TOT;,L
Fig. 3. Storage allocation during time integration. (1)NEQ = number of equations.

time as expressed by a time function and a load multiplier, both defined in the input.
3.3. Read-in o f element data

In the last step of the input phase, element information
for each element group is read and generated. Specifically, the element coordinates, the material properties
and the element connection arrays are established.
Also, working vectors which store required element
strains, stresses and other variables are initialized. For
each element group this information is processed in
the first NUMEST high-speed storage locations and
then written together in one block on secondary storage. During the next phases of the solution, therefore,
the required element data can be read in blocks, sequen-

tially one block at a time, into the same high-speed
storage locations.
The element connection array, i.e. vector L M of an
element, is established from the ID matrix and the
specified nodal points of the assemblage pertaining to
the element. The connection array for a typical element of the truss example is shown in fig. 8.
It should be noted that the reading and generation
of the element data of one group requires only one
call of the specific element overlay needed since all
elements in one group are of the same kind. After all
element information has been established, the ID and
X, Y, Z arrays are no longer required, and the corresponding storage area is used for the formation of the
constant structure matrices and later for the solution
of the equations of equilibrium.
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TAPE l

TAPE 2

Linear Element
Group Storage

TAPE 9

Nonlinear Element
Group Storage

Nonlinear Element
Group Storage

i

Linear element
group l

Nonlinear element
group I f
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Storage
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-----NL~

X'~Sequential reading a n d /
writing during time integration

Fig. 4. Auxiliary storage organization for element group information.
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3. 4. Formation o f constant structure matrices
X

TRUSS ELEMENT
IN FIGURE 8

Y

NODAL POINT LAYOUT OF TRUSS

ID=
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1

1
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Fig. 6. Nodal point layout of truss example and ID array as
read and/or generated.
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3.5. Compacted storage scheme
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Fig. 7.11) array of truss example after allocation of equation
numbers to active degrees of freedom.
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All structure matrices which are not time dependent
are calculated before the time integration is carried
out. At this stage it is necessary to distinguish between
the different kinds of analyses possible, namely whether
a linear or nonlinear, static or dynamic analysis is required. The storage allocation during this phase was
given in fig. 2, where it is shown that all required linear
structure matrices are assembled using the same highspeed storage locations.
Figure 9 lists the sequence o f assemblage and the
tape storage used for the constant structure matrices
corresponding to the different analyses. Note that
only those matrices to be used later in the step-bystep solution are stored on tape. The assemblage of a
structure matrix is effected by reading the data of all
required element groups in succession, and by calculating and adding the element matrices to the structure matrix, as was discussed in section 2.1.
It should be noted that in linear analysis the structure stiffness or effective stiffness matrix is triangularized before storage on tape. In the step-by-step solution only forward reductions and back substitutions
of the (effective) load vectors are then required (see
section 7).

4

0
5
6

!

J

J

Fig. 8. Connection array (vector LM) for a typical element
of the truss example.

An important aspect is the efficient storage of the
structure matrices and an effective solution o f the
equilibrium equations. The storage scheme need be
optimized to obtain maximum capacity. The effective
solution of the equations is necessary to reduce total
solution cost.
In program NONSAP a compacted storage scheme is
used in which all structure matrices are stored as onedimensional arrays, and only the elements below the
skyline of a matrix are processed [16]. Fig. 10 shows,
as an example, the element pattern in a typical stiffness
matrix before and after triangularization. It should be
noted that, in general, zero elements within the skyline do not remain zero during the equation solution
and must be stored, whereas all elements outside the
skyline do not need to be considered. Therefore, by
storing and processing in the equation solution only
the elements within the skyline, a minimum number
of high-speed storage locations is used.
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3. 6. E q u a t i o n solution

The solution of equations is obtained using the linear
equation solver COLSOL. This subroutine uses Gauss
elimination on the positive definite symmetrical system of equations [ 16]. Tile algorithm performs -- for
practical purposes - a minimum number of arithmetic
operations, since only the elements within the skyline
of the matrix are processed. The algorithm is used
in all analysis types, i.e. in linear, nonlinear, static or
dynamic analysis, and consists of the L D L v decomposition of the stiffness matrix (or effective stiffness
matrix), and the reduction and back substitution of
the (effective) load vector. For example, in linear
static analysis, the equations are K u = R and the program calculates
K = L D L T,

(5)

L v -~ R,

(6)

DL'ru = v,

(7)

The linear elastic analysis does not allow for any
nonlinearities, whereas the materially nonlinear only
analysis includes material nonlinearities, but no geometric nonlinearities [10]. The different linear and
nonlinear material models currently available in NONSAP are described in section 5. The total Lagrangian
and updated Lagrangian formulations may include all
nonlinearities, and which formulation should be employed depends essentially on the definition of the
material model used [10].
In the following, the finite elements currently
available in NONSAP are briefly described. It should
be noted that a particular element group must consist
of finite elements of the same type, described by one
of the four element formulations above, and must use
one material model only. Since all four formulations
and all material models have not been implemented
for all element types, it is important to identify the
nonlinear formulations and material models currently
available in NONSAP for a specific element type, as
illustrated in figs 1 1 - 13.

where L and D are a lower triangular and a diagonal
matrix, respectively.
41.

4. Element library
In the current version of program NONSAP all finite
elements are isoparametric (or subparametric) elements
[5]. Corresponding to the nonlinearities in the system,
four different analysis procedures may be considered
for a finite element:
(1) Linear elastic analysis. The displacements of
the element are assumed to be neglig|bly small and the
strains infinitesimal. The material is isotropic or orthotropic linear elastic.
(2) Material nonlinear only analysis. The displacements of the element are negligibly small, and the
strains are infinitesimal. The material stress-strain
description is nonlinear.
(3) Total Lagrangian formulation. The element may
experience large displacements and large strains. The
material stress-strain relationship is linear or nonlinear.
(4) Updated Lagrangian formulation. The element
may experience large displacements and large strains.
The material stress-strain description is linear or
nonlinear.

Truss element

A three-dimensional truss element is available in
NONSAP. The element is assumed to have constant
area, and may be used in linear elastic analysis, materially nonlinear and/or large displacement geometrically
nonlinear analysis. In the large displacement analysis,
the updated Lagrangian formulation is used, but small
strains are assumed in the calculation of element
stresses. The nonlinear elastic model is described in
section 5. As noted earlier, the truss element can be
used to specify nonzero boundary displacements [7].

4.2. Plane stress and plane strain e l e m e n t

A variable-number-nodes isoparametric finite element
is available for two-dimensional plane stress and plane
strain analysis. The element may have from 4 to 8 nodes,
where any one of the nodes 5 - 8 can be omitted. The
variable-number-nodes option allows effective modelling
from coarse to finer finite element meshes. The plane
stress and plane strain element can be used in all four
formulations. The material models available are described in section 5.
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LINEAR ANALYSIS
STATIC ANALYSIS

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

l ) Calculate linear structure
stiffness matrix K.

l ) Calculate linear structure
stiffness matrix K.

2) Triangularize K and
store on tape 7.

2) I f Rayleigh damping is specified
store K on tape 4.
3) I f frequency analysis is to
be performed, store K on
tape lO.

4) Add mass and damping effects
to K to obtain linear
effective stiffness matrix K.
5)

Triangularize K and store
on tape 7.

6)

Calculate mass matrix M
and store on tape 4 ( i f cons i s t e n t mass matrix) or tape
7 ( i f diagonal mass m a t r i x ) .

7) I f concentrated nodal dampers
specified, store nodal damping vector Cd on tape 4.

Tape Layout

Tape Layout
Tape 4:

(not used)

Tape 4:

K ( i f Rayleigh damping)
M (consistent mass
case only)
Cd ( i f nodal damping)

Tape 7:

K = LDLT

Tape 7:

~ = LDLT
M (diagonal mass
case only)

Tape lO:

(not used)

Tape I0:

K (for frequency.
analysis only)

Fig. 9. Assemblage o f constant structure matrices.
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NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
STATIC ANALYSIS

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

I) Calculate linear structure
stiffness matrix K, i . e . ,
that part of the total
structure stiffness matrix
which corresponds to the
linear element groups.
2) Store K on tape 4 and on
tape 7.

I) Calculate linear structure
stiffness matrix K.
2) Store

K on tape 4.

3) I f frequency analysis is to
performed, store K on
tape lO.
4) Add mass and damping effects
to K to obtain linear effective stiffness matrix ~.
5) Store

K on tape 7.

6) Calculate mass matrix M and
store on tape 4 ( i f consistent mass matrix) or on tape 7
( i f diagonal mass matrix).
7) I f concentrated nodal dampers
specified, store nodal damping vector Cd on tape 4.

Tape Layout

Tape Layout
Tape 4: I K

Tape 4:

K
M (consistent mass
case only)
Cd ( i f nodal dampinq)

Tape 7:

K

Tape 7:

M (diagonal mass case
only)
Tape 10:

(not used)

Tape lO:[ K (for, frequency,
. anaJysls o n ~ )

Fig. 9 (continued).
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Fig. 12. Two-dimensional plane stress, plane strain and axis y m m e t r i c elements.
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ELEMENTS IN DECOMPOSEDSTIFFNESS MATRIX
Fig.

]0. Typical element pattern in

a

stiffness matrix.

X =

nonzero element, and 0 = zero element.
2
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/

~Y
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X

AVAILABLE
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AVAILABLE
MATERIAL MODELS

1. LINEARANALYSIS

I.

LINEAR ELASTIC

2. MATERIALLYNONLINF.AR

2.

NONLINEARELASTIC

X

AVAILABLE
NONLINEAR FORMULATIONS
I. LINEARANALYSIS

1. LINEARISOTROPIC

2.

2.

ONLY
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Fig. I I. Truss element.

AVAILABLE
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CURVEDESCRIPTION
NONLINEARMODEL

Fig. 13. Three-dimensional solid and thick shell element.
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4. 3. Axisymmetric shell or solid element

The variable-number-nodes element described above is
also available for axisymmetric two-dimensional analysis of shells or solids (with axisymmetric loading).
4.4. Three-dimensional solid or thick shell element

A general three-dimensional isoparametric element
with a variable number of nodes from 8 to 21 can be
used. The first eight nodes are the corner nodes of the
element, nodes 9 - 2 0 correspond to midside nodes and
nodes 21 is a center node. The element can be used
for three-dimensional analysis of solids and thick shells.
As for the two-dimensional elements, the possibility of
choosing different element node configurations allows
effective finite element modelling. The three-dimensional element can currently only be used in linear isotropic analysis and in nonlinear analysis with material
nonlinearities.

5. Material models
The largest number of material models is available for
two-dimensional analysis, since it is anticipated that
the two-dimensional elements will be used in most
analyses. For the same reason, also all three nonlinear
formulations can be used for the two-dimensional
elements. All material models available in NONSAP
are discussed in ref. [10].
5.1. Truss element material models

The truss element material behavior can be described
by means of two models:
(1) Linear elastic material. The material can be
linear elastic defined by Young's modulus only.
(2) Nonlinear elastic material. The nonlinear elastic
material behavior is defined by specifying the stress as
a piecewise linear function of the current (infinitesimal)
strain. Thus, the total stress and the tangent modulus
are directly defined in terms of the total strain.
5. 2. Two-dimensional element material models

The stress-strain relationship of the two-dimensional
elements can be described by various linear and non.

linear material models. In the definition of a material
model, it may have been assumed that a specific nonlinear formulation is used. The application of the
different material models is discussed in ref. [10],
where the assumptions used are pointed out.
5.2.1. lsotropic and orthotropic linear elastic material
The stress-strain relationships are defined by means
of the constant Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios
[281.
5. 2. 2. Mooney Rivlin material model
A hyperelastic incompressible material model is available for the analysis of rubber-like materials [3, 17].
The stress-strain relationship is defined using the
Mooney-Rivlin material constants. In NONSAP the
model can only be used in plane stress analysis.
5. 2. 3. Elastic-plastic material models
Elastic-plastic analysis using a plastic potential function can be carried out. The plasticity relations available
are those based on the use of the yon Mises yield condition and the Drucker-Prager yield condition. Both
forms of describing material behavior have been employed extensively in practice [2, 18-20], Using the
von Mises criterion, linear isotropic hardening can be
assumed. In analysis using the Drucker-Prager yield
condition, the material is assumed to be elasticperfectly plastic.
5. 2. 4. Variable tangent moduli model
The variable tangent moduli model is available for the
analysis of geological materials [21 ]. The model c~escribes an isotropic material, in which the bulk and
shear moduli are functions of the stress and strain
invariants. The functional relationship used replaces
an explicit yield condition.
5. 2. 5. Curve description model
The curve description model is used in essentially the
same way as the variable tangent moduli model. The
model also describes the response of geological materials. In the model, the instantaneous bulk and shear
moduli are defined by piecewise linear functions of
the current volume strain. An explicit yield condition
is not used, and whether the material is loading or unloading is defined by the history of the volume strain
only.
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In the analysis of some problems, tensile stresses
due to applied loading cannot exceed the gravity in
situ pressure. In such conditions the model can be
used to simulate tension cut-off, i.e. the material
model assumes reduced stiffness in the direction of
the tensile stresses which exceed in magnitude the
gravity pressure.
5. 3. Three-dimensional element material models

In principle, most two-dimensional models would
also be applicable in three-dimensional analysis. However, in the current version of NONSAP, only the isotropic linear elastic model and the curve description
model (without tension cut-off capability) are available.

6.
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tion and vector inverse iteration in an optimum manner to calculate the required eigenvalues and eigenvectors; these are obtained in sequence starting from
the least dominant eigenpair (~2,4~x). An efficient
accelerated secant iteration procedure which operates
on the characteristic polynomial

p(¢..O 2) = det(K - 602M)

(1 1)

is used to obtain a shift near the next unknown eigenvalue. The eigenvalue separation theorem (Sturm
sequence property) is used in this iteration. Each
determinant evaluation requires a triangular factorization of the matrix K - c02M. Once a shift near the
unknown eigenvalue has been obtained, inverse iteration is used to calculate the eigenvector and the eigenvalue is obtained accurately by adding the Rayleigh
quotient correction to the shift value.

Eigensystemsolution

In dynamic analysis it is necessary to select a suitable
time step At. The time increment must be small enough
for solution accuracy, but for a cost effective solution,
it should not be unnecessarily small. To estimate an
appropriate time step, it may be necessary to solve for
the fundamental frequencies of the system [1 1]. For
this purpose an eigenvalue solution routine has been
incorporated into NONSAP.
The algorithm considers the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem
°X~b = ¢o2M~b,

(8)

where OK is the tangent stiffness matrix at time 0, M
is the mass matrix of the system and co and ~bare free
vibration frequency and mode shape, respectively. The
mass matrix can be diagonal (lumped mass assumption)
or banded (consistent mass assumption), and the stiffness matrix OK is assumed to be positive definite. The
solution to eq. (8) can be written as
°K~D = Mtl~l-~2 ,

(9)

where ~ is a matrix with its columns equal to the massorthonormalized eigenvectors and ~2 is a diagonal
matrix of the corresponding eigenvalues, i.e.
~ = [~1~b2...~bn]; ~ 2 = diag (w/2).

(10)

The solution algorithm used in NONSAP is the
determinant search method presented in ref. [22].
Basically, the algorithm combines triangular factoriza-

7. Step-by-step solution
The main phase in the analysis is the step-by-step
solution of the equilibrium equations, eq. (2). The
algorithm used was presented in table 1. The aim in
this section is to describe in more detail the actual
computer solution. Since the program can perform
static and dynamic, linear and nonlinear analysis, it is
convenient to consider in the following the different
analysis types separately.
7.1. Linear static analysis

In a linear static analysis, all element groups are linear
and only the linear stiffness matrix is calculated in the
matrix assemblage phase. The stiffness matrix is triangularized before entering the step-by-step solution
phase. It should be noted that this solution corresponds
to a linear dynamic analysis, in which mass and damping effects are neglected. Therefore, by specifying time
varying loads, the solution can be obtained for multiple
load conditions. Fig. t4 shows the tape operations
used in the analysis.
7.2. Linear dynamic analysis
In a linear dynamic analysis all elements are linear,
with mass and possibly damping effects included. The
mass matrix may be diagonal (lumped mass analysis)
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STORAGE FILES
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Q

READTRIANGULARIZED
LINEAR STIFFNESSMATRIX
FROMTAPE 7

_I

FOR EACHTIME STEP - - I

I

READLOAD VECTOR
FROMTAPE 3

CALL COLSOLFOR
DISPLACEMENTSOLUTION

1

I

|

J

Z 3. Nonlinear static' atudysis

In nonlinear static analysis linear and nonlinear element
groups are defined. Damping and mass effects are
neglected.
Before the step-by-step solution, the linear stiffness
matrix corresponding to the linear elements of the
complete element assemblage was calculated (see
fig. 9). This matrix is now updated in preselected load
steps by the stiffness matrices of the nonlinear elements to form the current tangent stiffness matrix.
The interval of load steps in which a new tangent stiffness matrix is to be formed is input to the program.
Depending on the nonlinear formulations and the
nonlinear material models used, and also depending
on the magnitude of the load steps, the accuracy of
the solution may be significantly increased using equilibrium iteration. In the program the interval of load
steps, in which equilibrium iterations are to be per-

.

START
CALCULATE ELEMENT
STRESSES
L

1

READMASSMATRIXFROM
TAPE 7 (FORLUMPEDMASSCASE)

i

READTRIANGULARIZEDEFFECTIVE
STIFFNESSMATRIXFROMTAPE 7
{IF NOCONSISTENTMASSORDAMPING)

END

Fig. 14. Flow chart for step-by-step solution in linear static
analysis.

_1

FOREACHTIMESTEP --~
__
!
FIND EFFECTIVELOADVECTOR:
I) IF RAYLEIGHDAMPINGSPECIFIED,
READSTIFFNESSMATRIXFROMTAPEA,
2) FORCONSISTENTMASSCASE,
READMASSMATRIXFROMTAPE4.
3) IF NOOALDAMPINGSPECIFIED,
READDAMPINGVECTORFROMTAPE4.

or banded (consistent mass analysis) and additional
concentrated masses may be specified at selected
degrees of freedom. The damping matrix C is assumed
to be of the form.
C = a M + [JK + Ca,

LOW SPEED
STORAGE PILES

1

SEE TABLE 1 FOROPERATIONS
REQUIREDWITHABOVEMATRICES)
4) READLOADVECTORFROMTAPE 3

(12)
-

where ~ and/3 are the Rayleigh damping coefficients
and Ca is a diagonal damping matrix, assembled from
concentrated dampers which are specified at selected
degrees of freedom [ 14]. In eq. (12), K and M are the
linear stiffness and mass matrices of the complete
element assemblage.
The tape operations performed during a linear dynamic analysis depend on the characteristics of the mass
and damping matrices employed. Fig. 15 illustrates the
various possibilities for storage and retrieval of the
matrices used.

~.

1

READTRIANGULARIZEDEFFECTIVE
STIFFNESSMATRIXFROMTAPE 7
(IF. NOTALREADYDONEBEFORETIMESTEPS)

1

F

CALLCOLSOLTO FINDDISPLACEMENT,
VELOCITYANDACCELERATIONSOLUTION

E

CAlCULaTELEMENT
S,RESSES

ENO

Fig. 15. Flow chart for step-by-step solution in linear dynamic
analysis.
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STORAGE FILES

CALCULATE LINEAREFFECTIVELOADS:
I) READLINEAR STIFFNESS FROM
TAPE 4 AND CALCULATE NODAL
FORCES EQUIVALENTTO ELEMENT
STRESSES.
2) READLOADVECTORFROMTAPE 3.

CALCULATE NONLINEARSTIFFNESSMATRIX
AND NONLINEAREFFECTIVELOADS:
I) READLINEARSTIFFNESSMATRIXFROM
TAPE 7 (IF NEWNONLINEARSTIFFNESS
TO BE CALCULATED IN THIS TIME STEP)
OR READTRIANGULARIZEDNONLINEAR
STIFFNESS DIRECTLY FROMTAPE 10.
2) READNONLINEARELEMENTGROUP
INFORMATIONFROMTAPE 2 OR TAPE 9,
UPDATE LINEAR STIFFNESSMATRIXFOR
NONLINEARITIES, ANO CALCULATE NONLINEAR EFFECTIVELOADVECTOR.

1
DISPLACEMENT SOLUTION
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-i
ITERATE FOR STATIC EQUILIBRIUM:
I) READLOADVECTORFROMTAPE 3,
LINEAR STIFFNESSMATRIXFROMTAPE 4,
AND NONLINEARELEMENTGROUP
PROPERTIES FROMTAPE 2 OR TAPE 9
IN ORDERTO FIND CURRENTNONLINEAR
EFFECTIVE LOADVECTOR.
2) READTRIANGULARIZEDNONLINEAR
STIFFNESS FROMTAPE 10 AND CALL
COLSOLTO FIND DISPLACEMENT INCREMENT.
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END

Fig. 16. Flow chart for step-by-step solution in nonlinear static analysis.
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START

LOW SPEED
STORAGE FILES

IN LUMPEDMASS ANALYSIS
READ MASS MATRIX FROMTAPE 7

CALCULATE LINEAR EFFECTIVE LOADS:
I) READ LINEAR STIFFNESS MATRIX
FROM TAPE 4.
2) READ MASS MATRIX FROMTAPE 4.
(CONSISTENT MASS CASE ONLY)
3) IF NODAL DAMPING IS SPECIFIED,
READ DAMPING VECTOR FROMTAPE 4.
(SEE TABLE 1 FOR OPERATIONS
REQUIRED WITH ABOVE MATRICES)

9

4) READ LOAD VECTOR FROMTAPE 3.

CALCULATE NONLINEAR EFFECTIVE S T ! F ~ %
AND NONLINEAR EFFECTIVE LOADS:
I) READ LINEAR EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS
MATRIX FROMTAPE 7 (IF NEW
NONLINEAR EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS IS
TO BE GENERATED ON THIS TIME STEP)
OR READ TRIANGULARIZED NONLINEAR
EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS DIRECTLY
FROM TAPE I0.
2) READ NONLINEAR ELEMENT GROUP
INFORMATION FROMTAPE 2 OR TAPE 9,
UPDATE LINEAR EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS
FOR NONLINEARITIES, AND FIND
NONLINEAR EFFECTIVE LOAD VECTOR.

CALL COLSOL TO FIND DISPLACEMENT,
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION SOLUTION

STORE TRIANGULARIZED EFFECTIVE
NONLINEAR STIFFNESS ON TAPE I0

_#
-\

_1
7

ITERATE FOR DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

IF REQUIRED, CALCULATE ELEMENT STRESSES

END
Fig. 17. Flow chart for step-by-step solution in nonlinear dynamic analysis.
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formed, can be defined in the input control data. The
storage of the matrices and tape operations carried out
in the analysis are shown in fig. 16.

nitem = 15, 0 = 1.4, 6 = 0.50 and a = 0.25. Since only
relatively small order systems have been considered the
solution times have always been small [10].

7.4. Nonlinear dynamic analysis

10.1. Static and frequency analysis o f a tower cable

A nonlinear dynamic analysis is carried out essentially
in the same way as a nonlinear static analysis, but mass
and possibly damping effects are included. The mass
and damping matrices are defined as in linear dynamic
analysis, where the Rayleigh damping coefficient/3 is
now applied to the linear stiffness matrix of the element assemblage. It should be noted that the structure
mass and damping matrices are calculated before the
step-by-step solution, see fig. 9. The tape storage
scheme and program flow in a nonlinear dynamic
analysis are given in fig. 17.

The cable stretched between a ground anchor point
and a tower attach point shown in fig. 18 was analyzed
for static displacements and frequencies of vibration.
The cable was modelled using 12 truss elements of
linear elastic material. The total vertical load acting
on the cable nodes was 5677.83 lb which includes the
insulator weights and the cable selfweight.
Figure 18 shows the cable in the static equilibrium
configuration with the total load applied. The nonlinear displacement response of node 8 is shown in
fig. 19.
For the frequency analysis a lumped mass matrix
of the cable has been assumed to which the masses of
the insulators have been added. The periods of vibration of the cable about the static equilibrium configuration are given in table 2.

8. Analysis restart
In nonlinear analysis it is often the case that the response of a structure has been calculated for some
time (load) steps and that on interpretation of the
results, it is decided to analyze the structure for more
time (load) steps. If this is anticipated, the program
can be used to restart at the end of the successfully
completed analysis.
9. Data check run
In the analysis of large structures it is important to be
able to check the data read and generated by the program. For this purpose an option is given in which the
program simply reads, generates, and prints all data.
This printout should be used to carefully verify the
input data, since the program itself does not perform
extensive data checking.

10.2. Static and dynamic displacement analysis o f a
can tilever

The cantilever in fig. 20 under uniformly distributed
load was analyzed using a finite element idealization
of five eight-node plane stress elements. The material
of the cantilever was assumed to be isotropic linear
elastic.
The static response of the cantilever using 100 load
steps to reach the final equilibrium configuration is
shown in fig. 21, in which the NONSAP solution is
compared with an analytical solution by Holden [23].
Excellent agreement between the solutions has been
obtained. The dynamic response of the cantilever is
shown in fig. 22, where also the importance of equilibrium iterations in an analysis using a relatively large
time step At is demonstrated [10].

10. Sample analyses
In the following the solutions of some problems are
presented that have been considered during the development of NONSAP. Additional problem solutions are
given in refs [9] and [10]. All solutions have been obtained using the algorithm presented in table 1, in
which the selected parameters were tol = 0.001,

10. 3. Static large displacement analysis o f a spherieal
shell

The spherical shell subjected to a concentrated apex
load shown in fig. 23 was analyzed for static response.
The NONSAP solution could be compared with the
response predicted by Stricklin [24] and Mescall [25].
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Table 2.
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Vibration periods of cable in static equilibrium
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Fig. 19. Load deflection curve of tower cable.

Figure 23 shows the static load-deflection response
calculated by NONSAP. Good correspondence with
the solutions obtained by Stricklin and Mescall is
observed.
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Fig. 20. Cantilever under uniformly distributed load.

10. 4. Large displacemen t and large strain static
analysis o f a rubber sheet
The rubber sheet shown in fig. 24 was analyzed for the
uniform end loading indicated. The material was assumed to be of the Mooney--Rivlin type, for which
experiments by Iding et al. gave Cl = 21.605 lb/in. 2 ,
C 2 = 15.743 lb/in. 2 [17].
Figure 25 shows the static displacement response of
the sheet. It is noted that the final displacement at the
loaded end is o f the order of the original length of the
sheet, at which stage Green-Lagrange strains of 1.81
are measured. The final configuration o f the sheet was
reached in four equal load steps with an average of
five equilibrium iterations in each step. Excellent
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j

agreement between the experimental results by Iding
et al. [17] and those predicted by NONSAP has been
obtained.
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10.5. Elastic-plastic static analysis of a thick-walled
cylinder
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The thick-walled cylinder in fig. 26 subjected to
internal pressure was analyzed using four eight-node
axisymmetric elements. The material of the cylinder
was assumed to obey the von Mises yield condition
with elastic perfectly plastic response. The same
analysis was also carried out using the Drucker-Prager
yield condition with material variables corresponding
to those used in the von Mises condition. Since displacements and strains are small, the analysis of the
cylinder was carried out using the materially nonlinear
only formulation. Fig. 27 shows the radial displacement response of the cylinder as a function of the
applied load, and fig. 28 gives the stress distribution
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through the wall o f the cylinder at a given level of
internal pressure. Excellent agreement with the solution given by Hedge and White has been obtained [26].
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10. 6. Elastic-plastic small displacement dynamic

analysis era simply-supported beam
The beam shown in fig. 29 was analyzed for the step
loading indicated. The material of the beam was taken
to be elastic perfectly plastic using the yon Mises yield
condition. In the analysis small displacements were
assumed, i.e. materially nonlinear only solutions were
calculated.
The dynamic response o f the beam is shown in
fig. 30, in which the NONSAP solutions are compared
with solutions provided by Baron et al. [27] and
Nagarajan and Popov [28].
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10. 7. Static analysis ofan underground opening
A simplified analysis of an undergorund opening under
static overburden pressure was carried out. Fig. 31
shows the underground opening, the finite element
mesh and the material data used. The analysis was
performed using the materially nonlinear only formula-
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tion, i.e. large displacement effects were neglected.
The rock material was assumed to be a no-tension
material with constant Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio.
Figure 32 gives the load-deflection relations for two
points of the opening. The influence of the no-tension
material assumption on the displacements can be observed. Fig. 33 shows the crack regions around the
opening at two load levels.
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11. Concluding remarks
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The objective in this paper was to present a brief description of the current version o f the computer program NONSAP. The program is a general analysis tool
for the linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic analysis
of complex structures. A few applications of the program have been presented.
Although NONSAP can be a powerful analysis tool,
it should be realized that depending on the problem
considered, the program may not be easy to use and,
for example, much more difficult to handle than the
linear analysis program SAP IV [7]. The use o f NONSAP
requires a thorough understanding o f the theoretical
basis o f the program, of the numerical techniques
employed and their computer implementation. This
is particularly the case because not many nonlinear
solutions are yet possible on a routine basis [4, 10].
Therefore, it is necessary to apply the program only
under the conditions and assumptions for which it
was developed.
One important option which NONSAP does not
have available is efficient pre- and postprocessing.
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Preprocessing is i m p o r t a n t for generation and checking of data, whereas postprocessing resulting in efficient display o f the calculated response can be essential
for obtaining a good understanding o f the structural
behavior.
With regard to future work on N O N S A P , it is hoped
that the program can be further developed in various
areas, It can be i m p o r t a n t to have out-of-core solution
capability, the element library need be increased and
additional material models are required. Altogether,
the program provides a basis for further w o r k in a
variety o f p r o b l e m areas, such as in thermal e l a s t i c plastic and creep analysis, buckling analysis, and soil
response calculations.
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